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At present, October, 2017, the Continental Congress is in recess and by its authority has
set into place certain criteria.

With consensus, it was agreed to have an administrator for the Colonies who would
receive and send out contact information concerning "bringing forward" the Territories.
Specifically, emails and phone numbers were to be obtained through this avenue, no exceptions.
A phone conference line was provided and two nights were designated for the Delegates and
other participants who were invited to gather, discuss and agree on the beginning steps to self
governance. Sunday night is for Colony business. This is serious business and the WHOLE
WORLD is watching. All Colony Delegates and all participants were asked to comply.

After the completion of the 13 Colonies with "world notice", it was necessary to include
an administrator for the Territories. The Territories have been given Tuesday night for Territory
business. This criteria has been reiterated numerous times, on the calls, and each time the
question has been asked, and the Territories and other participants are expected to comply as
well. Beacon 37 is preparing to launch forward our republic and must conduct ourselves in a
King and Queen fashion.

A minimum of 5 Americans (in a particular area) joined together in consensus to meet,
discuss and establish positions within their households and neighborhoods and began a self
governing process, therefore, forming a Jural Assembly.

Jural Assemblies are the basis and foundations of self governing and consensus is the key.

Since Delegates and alternate Delegates are chosen by the assemblies, it is the assembly's
duty and right to offer advice and approval of the Delegate's actions. Self governing is of, by
and for the people.

In the event of a transgression or indiscretion on the part of a Delegate, the participants of
the assemblies are duty bound to correct these actions, for the good of all mankind. SEE
SOMETHING; SAY SOMETHING

When a delegate acts in opposition to the good of mankind and its assembly, the Jural
Assembly secretary shall file a formal complaint and submit it to the Colony "senate-delegate"
body for review. The Colony "senate" body would then act on the complaint and enter a
determination, such as removal from the position, when necessary.

When the Continental Congress convenes the Committee of States, the Territory Delegate
will petition to bring their state petition forward as well as their person as leader. Each Colony

. Delegate will then vote on acceptance of the Territory and the Delegate. Complaints will be
reviewed at this time and if for any reason the paperwork doesn't meet approval, the Territory
will not be admitted. If for any reason the Delegate does not meet approval, the Territory will



not be admitted into the union. Since there will be one meeting of the Committee of the States,
that leaves the Territory outside with no mechanism in place to be a part of the united states.
The Committee of States vote will carry with 51%.

"Good" living, breathing, men and women make good Delegates (leaders). He/She
must be driven by love, not power. And leadership must provide security. As Paine Wingate
states "How would all the little domestic transactions of even the best regulated family appear if
exposed to the world; and may not this apply to a larger body?"

Beacon 37 Platform
1. Love your Creator with all your heart, all your mind and all your soul.

2. Love your neighbor as yourself. (Do unto others what you would have them do unto
you.)

Every household is man's castle.

When harm is expressed towards others, mankind gives up his/her right to freedom and is
taken to task using the four Organic Laws, which are recognized and accepted by the

entire world and our republic.

A. Unwritten Law

B. Maxims of Law

C. Common Law

D. Treaty Law

Our Mission: to bring forward the Republic

so that all may prosper

and enjoy our God given rights.

R. Buckminster Fuller states "You never change things by fighting the existing reality. To
change something, build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete."
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